Temporal discounting predicts individual competitive success in a human analogue of group foraging.
Twenty groups of college undergraduates (N=9-12) participated in a discrete-trials analogue of group foraging in which points, exchangeable for course credit, were the resource to be acquired. Group matching of foragers to patch resource availability was well described by the generalized Ideal Free Distribution, with undermatching (imperfect sensitivity to resource differentials) the norm. Individuals differed on several measures of competitive success, and a measure of temporal discounting (TD) accounted for a significant proportion of the variance in these measures. Tendencies in switch patterns and visit durations differed for the most-impulsive and least-impulsive individuals in a fashion that was consistent with a TD interpretation. When competitive weights, defined in terms of TD scores, were substituted for counts of individuals in the generalized Ideal Free Distribution, group-matching slopes more closely approximated perfect sensitivity than in standard analyses. This was true for groups incorporating all impulsive individuals, all non-impulsive individuals, or a broad range of TD scores. The results suggest that well-understood individual psychological processes are associated with competitive ability in group choice.